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OWNERS’ WOES  --  AND OTHER
MATTERS

I am a long-standing owner with Mark and
Deirdre Johnston and last month had a horse
(Approachability) entered for a race at
Sandown. I received the usual note from the
RCA that I would get owners’ badges. The
horse was later taken out and I received
another RCA note saying any badges would
no longer be valid.

I wrote back thanking them for cancelling
the badges and asked, sarcastically, if they
would consider returning the entry fee I had
paid. Obviously, the decision of Mark and
Charlie was taken with the well-being of the
horse being of paramount importance. I know
this is the way it works with entry fees, but it
is another example of how owners are treated
here in Britain. As an owner in France I would
get a badge allowing entry to any meeting on
any day, not just for a particular horse on a
particular day.

The prize-money in the UK for ‘ordinary’,
up to Class 2 races is really poor, unless it is a
big handicap normally supported and
sponsored by bookmakers. The entry fees paid
by owners for such races might surprise some
people. Take a look at a Class 2 handicap
today and check the accumulated prize-money
of a runner in that horse’s racing life. Add up
the cost of the horse, its training costs and
entry fees, and the figures might alarm you.
Then compare the prize-money to the same
races 15-20 years ago and you will get an even
greater surprise.

They want more people to go racing. Last
month our best friend was celebrating a 25th
wedding anniversary and invited my wife
Sandra and I and several other friends to York
races where he had booked two boxes. None of
his 30 or so guests were regular racegoers.
From 10.40am until 11.15 we all had to wait
with many others to enter the racecourse,
although it seemed members were allowed in.
My friend’s pals all sat in three coaches he’d
hired for them, waiting for the gates to open.
York is one of my favourite racecourses, but I
really couldn’t understand why the gates were
closed until that time.

And on top of that, a guy in a Hugo Boss

outfit had to hire or buy a tie to gain entry.
There was, on the spot, a place to hire a jacket
or tie. Without them, entry was not allowed.
(I made an enquiry about underpants hire, but
got a frosty reply!)

And as for tv coverage? When we have a
runner, either with the KP partnership I’m in
or ourselves, I would like to see something of
that horse if I’m watching on tv, whether it be
ITV, Racing UK or Sky. But there is so much
betting advertising and commentary that to
see or hear anything of our horse is
impossible. For centuries, in Europe, Asia and
around the world, watching horse racing has
been a really popular pastime. Everywhere has
party games and race nights based on horse
racing. The horse that is racing is the one that
excites the crowd.

We hear every day of racing’s problems.
Poor prize-money, small fields, too much
racing etc, etc. The BHA, the government, the
bookmakers, the racing media  --  they all have
some sort of  opinion. I believe there is one
radical solution that would also improve the
experience of owning racehorses and going
racing. It is to have a Racing-owned, tote
betting system such as the pari-mutuel or some
other such template. With a smaller take-out
than at present, it could be better for punters
and mean almost no betting advertising in the
racing TV programmes. Then we could have
more time on tv spent discussing and admiring
the runners, and educating viewers about
horses. And we could be offered greater
hospitality at the track, which should be
affordable for any member of the public and
their children.

I am not anticipating this in my lifetime.

Brian Yeardley
Beverley

BETTING COVERAGE ON TV IS
IMPORTANT

One can argue about the style in which betting
is presented for television racing viewers in the
UK, but it is surely naive to downplay its
importance as the Kingsley Klarion sometimes
suggests it should be.

Listen to English-language TV racing
coverage in Hong Kong, for example, and you
will hear continual reference to whether the
presenter/tipster considers the current odds of
a horse matches its chance. Debate often
follows and, in my view, it makes for very
entertaining viewing. 

This in a place where the enormous betting
turnover - yes, with an infinitely superior
betting model to the UK - directly leads to the
huge prosperity of horseracing there. 

I would argue that the channels that cover
racing in the UK give plenty of airtime to
subjects and stories not connected to betting,
maybe with the exception of the breeding side
of things which is pretty much the definition
of niche subject matter.

The close links racing and betting have may
for some be uncomfortable but they remain
intrinsic to each other.

William Hughes
Whitstable, Kent

Mark replies: Neither I nor the Kingsley
Klarion have ever downplayed the
importance of betting to racing, or vice
versa. What we have said on numerous
occasions is that football is now the
biggest betting sport and yet the odds
or betting is never mentioned in TV
coverage and rarely in print, apart
from in the Betting [Racing] Post.

The nature of the link with betting
and the idea that betting is racing’s
sole or principal purpose has done
racing a lot of harm. The BHA’s
obsession with ‘integrity’ for betting
purposes and their constant suggestion
that results are predetermined and that
a punter’s best route to success is
through tips and information rather
than any personal understanding of the
sport or opinion, sees us labelled as the
most ‘crooked’ of sports.

And is Hong Kong the model we
should aspire to?

Kingsley Kickback
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